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Welcome!
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Solaria 2007 in Cologne

UV Power is the first company to present the 
red collagen light, today better known as Beauty Light.
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Red Beauty Light 
• penetrates deep into the skin

• supplies the blood- and lymphatic vessels
• improves the collagen structure in the skin 

� acts like a natural anti-aging
� cares for the skin and makes it velvety soft 

and youthfully fresh
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2008

Treatment observation with pure collagen light in a renowned Swiss clinic
with 51 test persons, managed by Dr. med Fiorenzo Angehrn, co-founder

and president of the Swiss Association for medical Anti-Aging.

„Red Collagen Light clearly builds 
up collagen in the skin“

Result of the observation treatment after 4 months:
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� Measurements of collagen density in the skin with the Collagenoson
ICU ultrasound measuring device

� Measurement of skin moisture with the Corneometer CM 820 PC
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„thin“ skin with collagen deficit
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Structural improvement and collagen enrichment in the skin after exposure to red 
collagen light over 4 months
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The development of colored light in tanning

Klaus Lahr is the first manufacturer to recognize the 
potential of red Beauty Light and, 

together with his team, develops the 
mon amie
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red Beauty LightUV Light
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from 2010 
Günter Schaffron and Lighttech: 

Development of low-pressure lamps with 
UV light 

and 
red Beauty Light 
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+
red Beauty Light 

penetrates deeper skin layers, 
supplies the skin with 
red light energy 
and improves the oxygen supply 
in the skin.

� optimized tanning result
and
� natural anti-Aging

UV Light 

for direct and  
long-lasting beautiful tan 
by UV-A and UV-B light 
and vitamin D synthesis
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� megaSun takes up the subject of UV light in addition to red 
Beauty Light and developed the first

Hybrid Solarium

� Sunbeds that combine UV light with red Beauty Light are now 
standard in every good tanning salon.

� The user benefit from the "gentle tanning", a natural tan and 
care and anti-aging for the skin 

The development of colored light in tanning
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red Beauty LightUV Light

blue Light/ green Light/ yellow Light
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The light of the sun exists in a wide spectrum: 
from long-wave red light, to yellow and green, to short-

wave blue light and UV light. 

The light of the sun only becomes visible to us when 
drops of water are broken in the air and a rainbow is 

formed.
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2016
UV-Power and Lighttech

Development of low-pressure lamps with 
UV light

and
the light areas blue, green, red and yellow
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� The skin is the largest and 
most multifunctional organ 
of the human body 

� The skin is the most 
important organ of contact 
and senses

� The skin shapes and 
significantly represents our 
external appearance

� Our skin is exposed to 
various influences from 
inside and outside
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� preserve

� support

� restore

� improve
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1. Direct tan

2. Long-lasting tan

3. Vitamin D synthesis

4. Beauty effects

5. Biopositive effects

Rainbow not only takes up the colour play of the
light colours blue, green, red and yellow, but also integrates the

effects of the colours in combination with UV light 
into a unique tanning performance.
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RAINBOW LIGHT and its effects

melanocyte

collagen

blood vessels

melanin

BLUE GREEN YELLOW RED
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RAINBOW LIGHT and its effects
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� regenerates and vitalizes the skin

� has an antiseptic effect

� strengthens the immune system

� increases vitality, concentration, productivity 
and well-being

RAINBOW LIGHT 
BLUE

ENERGY-LIGHT
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� soothes and regenerates the skin

� reduces pigment- and age spots

� has a harmonizing, relaxing, balancing and 
energizing effect

RAINBOW LIGHT 
GREEN 

WELLNESS-LIGHT
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� caring, smoothing, firming and vitalizing

� stimulates the collagen production in the skin

� improves the skin moisture

� promotes the blood circulation

� stimulates the oxygen balance in the skin

RAINBOW LIGHT 
RED

BEAUTY-LIGHT
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� acts balancing and tightening

� raises your spirits and gives joy of living

� promotes the formation of vital Vitamin D

RAINBOW LIGHT
YELLOW

SUNNY-LIGHT
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blue light

green light 

yellow light

red light

UVA light

UVB light

RAINBOW LIGHT and its effects
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Colours are
the smiles
of nature
James Henry Leigh Hunt
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THANK YOU
to the entire megaSun team

THANK YOU
to the entire Lighttech team. 

THANK YOU
specially to Joci Skarta, Holger Seefeld and

Detlef Hessel, who made the Rainbow concept
happen. 

THANK YOU
to all of you
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